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The two measurements are compatibile, taking into account correlated and uncorrelated un-
certainties. The latter category includes the uncertainties on the W+heavy flavours extraction,
on the QCD extraction procedure, on the lepton reconstruction and trigger efficiencies, and on
the hadronic part of the trigger.

The combination of the muon and electron measurement gives:

st�ch. = 70.2 ± 5.2(stat.) ± 10.4(syst.)± 3.4(lumi.) pb (combined)

Figure 5 shows the comparison of the current measurement with the Standard Model expecta-
tion.
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t-channel single top quark production

Figure 5: Single top cross section in the t-channel versus centre-of-mass energy, comparing our
measurement with the dedicated t-channel cross section measurements at Tevatron [21, 22] and
with the QCD expectations computed at NLO with MCFM in the 5-flavour scheme [23] and at
NLO+NNLL [1]. The error band (width of the curve) is obtained by varying the top mass
within its current uncertainty [24], estimating the PDF uncertainty according to the HEPDATA
recommendations [25], and varying the factorization and renormalization scales coherently by
a factor two up and down.

The absolute value of the CKM element |Vtb| is determined (similar to [2]) assuming that |Vtd|
and |Vts| are much smaller than |Vtb|, resulting in:

|Vtb| =
s

st�ch.

sth
t�ch.

= 1.04 ± 0.09 (exp.) ± 0.02 (th.) , (1)

where sth
t�ch. is the SM prediction assuming |Vtb| = 1.

7 Conclusion

We measured the cross section of t-channel single-top quark production in pp collisions using
2011 data in semi leptonic top decay mode with improved precision compared to our ear-
lier measurement. The characteristic pseudorapidity distribution of the light quark recoiling


